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Planning for future programs and fundraisers has become as predictable
as the stock market! We, like other organizations, have postponed our
annual summer events.

TRUSTEES

All this as a way to point out that while certain dates from the past have significance
for us, I don’t believe there has ever been an entire year that will be recorded in our
memories like 2020,watching the entire world shut down. Almost surreal! It will be
interesting to see how future historians document this.
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Like all of you, the Trustees of the Historical Society keep hoping that “next month”
will bring normality. But as of this writing it’s difficult to see normal in our
immediate future. After delaying our tag/bake sale from June to the Fall, we’ve now
decided to cancel it. Can we have a speaker later this year? While hope springs
eternal, bringing 40-50 people together in an enclosed space is probably unlikely. Will
2021 provide relief from this pandemic? Let’s hope so! Meanwhile, let us all continue
to practice the measures that have kept most Vermonters safe. And we look forward
to the day we can resume our events for you in the future. Stay safe.

HISTORIAN

Barry Meinerth

Martha Schoenemann
Membership Renewal Reminder: Please send in your annual membership
($10 single), ($15 family) to help support all our activities and
mission to preserve Pawlet history. Thank you!

Certain historical dates during our lifetime stand out! While most of us were either too
young,or not even born yet ,to remember December 7th, that “day of infamy” is
etched in our minds. November 22 is one of those few days we all knew where we
were and what we were doing when we learned that JFK had been assassinated. 1968
had 2 dates-April 4th (MLK) and June 6th(RFK) that made that year almost
unbearable, and had us questioning what was wrong with our country. Then July
20,1969 created awe and inspiration in all of us, and people around the world, as we
watched Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin prancing on the moon (and sympathy for
Mike Collins in the command module). And while most of us know that John Lennon
was murdered, knowing it was 12/8/80 in front of the Dakota would be factoids
known only by true Beatles fans. Rodney King’s beating by the LAPD on March
3,1991 would be a date that was forgotten had it been a one off event. Instead it was
just the first time police brutality was captured on film; actions that unfortunately
have become all too frequent occurrences.
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Why do those history nuts insist on two T’s in Pawlett?
The town’s name reportedly came from either Charles Paulet, fifth duke of
Bolton, or “Paulette,” a name previously associated with the area’s predominate river now called the Mettawee, which also runs north from Dorset
through Rupert and Pawlet. Also we know that when our town was chartered
with a grant from Benning Wentworth, a representative of the Royal Crown of
England, the charter read “Pawlett”. Most of the early documents before 1830
also have the double T. The real question here is why did they drop the use of
the double T?
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Mach’s Market Makeover
After a few attempts to keep Pawlet’s downtown
“anchor store” going, it closed in 2014. Since
then Gib and Doreen Mach have been plotting
the market’s return, working to reinvent the
town’s beloved landmark. It has seen many renovations over its long history and the Mach’s
made the bold move to go ahead with partial
opening plans despite the pandemic. If a building
could speak, this one would have lots of gossip
and stories of remodeling to tell. Let’s look back
at one of our sixth grade reports from our collection to hear some Mach’s Market history. (There
are many interesting reports on our website
pawletthistoricalsociety.org which are available
to the public if you want to learn more about
Pawlet people and places.)

Mach’s Market
by Adrian Eberth
May 20, 2003

My history report is about Mach’s Market in
Pawlet, our local grocery store, pizza bakery,
hunting and sporting goods store, and movie rental place.
Ephraim Fitch, son of militiaman Joseph Fitch,
built the first brick building in town in 1808. It
was a tavern and inn at the main intersection of
the village called the Franklin Hotel, which is
now Mach’s Market. In about 1814 Fitch died

from chopping ice from a water wheel, the wheel
broke off and hit him. I haven’t been able to discover anything about the hotel after his death,
except I know that it did continue as a hotel until
the late 1930’s. John and Audrey Mach bought
the Franklin Hotel in 1945 and turned it into
Mach’s Market. They divorced and Audrey died
in a car crash. Their daughter Jennifer took over
and then it came into the possession of Doreen
and Gib Mach.
After 22 years of ownership they sold it to Steve
Thomas who sold it after a very short time. Finally, it came into the possession of Marilyn and Michael Bellemare, who bought Mach’s on December 1, 2002.
Gib and Doreen Mach owned Mach’s for 22
years from 1979 to 2001. When they bought it,
they added a cooler, a basement, and appliances.
They also changed the apartment upstairs for special guests. During their ownership, cigarettes
and cold drinks sold the most. Gib didn’t make a
lot of the meal-type stuff because his parents
owned the Station Restaurant and he didn’t want
to compete with them.
When Gib was cleaning the attic, he found a
wooden box on wheels, and found out it used to
be a portable toilet from the older times of the
Franklin Hotel. Gib and some of his relatives
also found old glass bottles and old coins down
under the gorge. The store used to have a window
at the side of the building over Flower Brook, and
the people who worked at the Hotel used to throw
Franklin Hotel
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Vermont and Pawlet Census Tidbits
by Sarah Rath
Most of you by now have probably filled out your census information electronically and have moved on to
other things. But officials worry that there are obstacles to achieving a good census count during a pandemic, among other issues. Some immigrant populations are unwilling to participate, broadband access is
spotty, and they need to find and count the homeless.
One can only imagine what census taking must have
been like in 1791 when it all started. Think of the
roads, the horse and buggy, and probably some push
back from residents who hadn’t heard a census taker
was coming.
Here is a quote from the first census which explains
what information they were seeking:
The six inquiries in 1790 called for the name of the
head of the family and the number of persons in each
household of the following descriptions: Free White
males of 16 years and upward (to assess the country’s
industrial and military potential), free White males under 16 years, free White females, all other free persons
(by sex and color), and slaves. https://
www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/
decade/decennial-publications.1790.html
Although we have few statics referring specifically to
Pawlet except for numbers, there is some information
about population fluctuations statewide over the years.
With the end of the American Revolution and Vermont’s acceptance into the union, the area experienced
a tremendous population surge, primarily fueled by
settlers from southern New England. From 1790 to
1810 Vermont’s population grew by 150 percent, increasing by nearly 133,000 in 20 years.
The renewed threat of invasion during the War of
1812, several years of harsh weather marked by the
notable year of 1816—known as the “Year Without a
Summer”—and the eventual opening of more fertile
western lands slowed Vermont’s population growth
substantially. Between 1810 and 1950 Vermont’s population increased by only some 160,000. Much of this
population stagnation was attributed to the emigration
of Vermonters who sought greater economic opportunities elsewhere. (https://www.britannica.com/place/
Vermont/People)
If we look at other specific events we might explain
obvious dips in Pawlet’s population. During the Civil

War Vermonters suffered a total of 1,832 men
killed or mortally wounded in battle; another
3,362 died of disease, in prison, or from other
causes, for a total loss of 5,194. More than
2,200 Vermonters were taken prisoner during
the war, and 615 of them died in or as a result of
their imprisonment. ( en.wikipedia.org)
Close to 50,000 people fell ill in Vermont’s last
pandemic, the 1918 influenza, often called “The
Spanish Flu.” The virus arrived and swept through
the state in late summer and fall of that year and
into 1919. Deaths of Vermonters during the outbreak are estimated at more than 2,000. https://
www.vpr.org/post/1918-spanish-flu-vermontlessons-preserving-our-2020-pandemic
If any readers have specific information about
Pawlet’s experience with the 1918-1919 influenza
through family legend or diaries, please contact
us!

US Census for Pawlet, Vt
1791 | 1,458

1900 | 1,731

1800 | 1,938

1910 | 1,969

1810 | 2,233

1920 | 1,413

1820 | 2,155

1930 | 1,476

1830 | 1,965

1940 | 1,192

1840 | 1,748

1950 | 1,156

1850 | 1,843

1960 | 1,112

1860 | 1,539

1970 | 1,184

1870 | 1,505

1980 | 1,244

1880 | 1,696

1990 | 1,314

1890 | 1,745

2000 | 1,394
2010 | 1,477
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Paul Baker (file photo)

Paul Baker 1890-1985
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Mach’s Market, cont. from p. 2

the garbage out of it. Later, John Mach built
the window inside the store from which you
can look down into the gorge.
One of the things Gib liked about owning
Mach’s was that the old timers used to come
in and tell their stories. Gib also used to collect bees’ nests and put them in the store. Gib
and Doreen sold Mach’s to Steve Thomas
because Gib became busy with his other
businesses and Doreen couldn’t manage the
work alone. Now Gib and Doreen live with
their three cats, Dakota, Tiger and Jasper on
Deer Run Road.
The Bellemares bought Mach’s because Michael needed something to do besides landscaping and Marilyn already worked there.
Under their ownership, grocery items sell the
most. Towards the holidays, October and November, they sell the most maple products
and gift items. When they bought Mach’s
they converted a greenhouse used for storage
into a gift shop area. For the food, they increased the inventory, and they also added a
sporting goods section.
Over 195 years, the Mach’s Market building
has only had two kinds of businesses, a market and a hotel. This shows how much it was
needed as those two businesses, and it is still
needed today.
_______

My how times have changed since 2003 when
this was written! Best wishes to Gib and
Doreen in their new venture!
Edited and introduced by Sarah Rath

The town as a whole wishes to pay tribute to a community spirited man, Paul Baker. For many years
Paul has served the town in several capacities: Town
Representative, 1947, School Director 1932-1947,
Selectman, 1942-1960, Road Commissioner, 19561969. He has also been a faithful member of the Mettowee Valley Grange for over fifty years and served
as Master of the Washington Pomona Grange in
1945.
Paul Baker was born February 12, 1890 to Charles
Harman and Harriet Baker. Charles Harman Baker
moved here from Mount Tabor when Paul’s grandfather worked for Silas Griffith “The Lumber King”.
The Bakers lived on the Bill Denio farm on Jockey
Street, south of Pawlet Village. This was where Paul
was born and spent his early years attending the
Jockey Street School. Whenever he could slip away
he would go to the Town Farm and help Charles Andrus who was the manager at that time. This was
much more fun than helping his father with the farm
work at home.
Paul recalls a maple sugaring time in 1900, while he
was hanging around the sugar house at the Town
Farm, a fire broke out which destroyed several buildings. The men rallied and rushed to the scene of the

Mach’s Market 2020

In appreciation
The PHS board would like to
thank Jordan Smith for volunteering to mow the Braintree school
lawn and Adam Vanderminden
for caring for the North Pawlet
School lawn. Keith Mason plowed
the Cemetery Chapel building.
Sarah Ludlum has been a great
help with our cataloging of donated items for the collection. Many
thanks for everyone’s faithful contributions!

fire, leaving Paul to finish the boiling of the sap.
On April 18, 1914 Paul Baker married Jennie Cone and
to them were born four children: Louise, Margaret,
Pauline, and Douglas. In 1925 Paul and Jennie moved
to a farm on the Middletown Road, not far from Buxton
Corners. With horse and buggy in summer, and a sleigh
in winter, Jennie carried the neighborhood children to
the village school. Paul and his son, Douglas, worked
the farm until 1956 when Paul sold the farm to George
Edmunds.
In 1942 Paul was elected as a Selectman and at that
time the Selectmen took charge of roads. As the
amount of transportation increased and the need for
modern improvements on the roads also increased, it
became necessary to have a full time Road Commissioner and he was elected to that post in 1956. During
those years Paul and son Douglas did much of the road
work with their heavy construction equipment. They
formed the Baker Construction Co., and in 1972 Paul
sold his share to Douglas.
Paul has what is referred to as “dry Yankee humor”. He
has the rare gift of being able to laugh at himself. He
has now reached the age of 94, which proves that hard
work and a community spirit never hurt anyone.
Written by Dorothy Backus Offensend for the 1983
Pawlet Town Report. Paul died on Jan.3, 1985 and is
buried in the Mettowee Valley Cemetery.

